Objective: To be the first to build your bike.
There will be plenty of fun, hard work and mechanical challenges in this program with a twist.
With delegates having to solve challenges, work together as a team and build a dismantled bike
it may all seem like a big challenge. But a smile on the face of an underprivileged child will make
it all worth while.

Program
The ultimate goal of this corporate team building activity is to build a bike from scratch. Teams
will complete a series of tasks and challenges in order to earn the pieces of their bike. Once all
pieces have been collected, the building of the bike can begin. Once the bike is fully built, each
team must bring their bike to a qualified mechanic who will give the bike the “once over” and
report on any defects to the judges. The team to do this first (have their bike built and pass the
test 100%) will be crowned champions for the day. Once the bikes are complete, each team
finds out that their bike is to be donated to a local kids charity, and this team building exercise
suddenly becomes 'real life', and takes on a whole new meaning.
With medals presented, the kids will all make their way to each team to receive the bikes from
the delegates. What results is a frantic re-checking and adjusting of the bikes to suit the kids
and to make them safe. It is this dramatic change from a fun team - building exercise into a very
real scenario that gives the program its power. The change in the delegates now that the
outcome is “real” is often quite staggering.

Key Program Outcomes
Time Management – Strategy – Role Delegation – The Gift of Giving

Objective: To locate the Corporate Challenge
Fugitive.
It could be anyone, they could be anywhere and they will not be too keen to be found. So the
challenge is set and the only question that your team should have on their mind is “who is the
Corporate Challenge Fugitive and where are they currently hiding?”

Program
Somewhere, out there, a fugitive is on the loose - in the dark alleys of your metropolis or
perhaps lurking, disguised as a carefree holiday maker. Perhaps they are in the CBD or around
your conference location? In the hunt for the Fugitive, teams must participate in activities in
order to gain clues as to the Fugitive’s location and identity.
Once your group has been divided into teams they will be competing to be the team that finds,
identifies and returns the fugitive to captivity. Resourcefulness, an eye for detail and the ability
to think like a fugitive are characteristics that will distinguish the winning team.
Throughout the day, while hunting down leads, teams will also participate in a number of
recreational or problem solving activities that meet your organisation's team building objectives.
Success at activities will be rewarded by the disclosure of information that will help piece
together a description of the wanted person. The greater a teams success at the chosen activity
stations, the more clues to the Fugitive’s identity and location.
Be on guard though as the fugitive has a few tricks of his/her own to avoid capture and other
teams will also be laying false trails to confuse the competition. If your team overcomes all of
these obstacles does it then have the courage to step up to a member of the public, apparently
going about his/her lawful business, and say "Are you the Corporate Challenge fugitive?"

Key Program Outcomes
Strategy – Teamwork – Resourcefulness – Decision Making - Focus

Objective: To bring the It’s a Knockout Trophy
back from the eighties.
The time has come to bring back the tight acid wash denim, the shoulder padded jackets, the
boofy permed haircut, the mullet, the tracksuit pants tucked into the socks and the mint, peach
and mango coloured t-shirts and jumpers. We are jumping in the time machine and taking you
back to the eighties to find out who will take home the Corporate Challenge It’s a Knockout
trophy

Program
“It’s a Knockout that’s the name, It’s a Knockout That’s the Game……”.Teams will enter the arena
to be greeted with the sounds of the hit game show of the 1980’s. The It's a Knockout program
consists of a number of recreational activities dependent on the goals and requirements of your
company.
The emphasis is on fun and interaction, with the opportunity to incorporate specific team
building activities on request. With joker cards, outrageous activities and lost of laughter this is a
program that will be enjoyed by all. At the end of the day the teams will come together as
Corporate Challenge tabulates the results to find a winning team. The It’s a Knockout
presentation ceremony will take place with a trophy given to the winning team and novelty
prizes being given out for exceptional performance throughout the program.

Key Program Outcomes
Fun – Enjoyment – Competition – New experiences – Clear the head

Objective: To be on top of the pile when all
activities are completed!!
We have all witnessed the Olympics and thought to ourselves, how much fun would that be.
Well wonder no more!!!! Corporate Challenge has removed the years of training, practice and
conditioning; we have taken out any hint of qualification times or selection meets and replaced
them with an all inclusive program that has competition, fun and a sense of achievement by all.

Program
Corporate sports day focuses on a well organised single sporting event of your choice, and is
one of our most popular outdoor team building activities. Team building in a sports
environment encourages fun, interaction and bonding, and allows for maximum participation by
all involved. Whether it is golf, tennis, lawn bowls, touch football, volleyball, cricket or any other
sport, we can deliver a tournament that is as much fun or as serious as you may like.
Pitches, greens, courts and courses are all carefully selected for their ambiance and proximity to
your resort, conference or work facilitates.
Our own staff referees prepare the draw (chosen randomly or based on team selections
provided by you), referee the games and provide the medals to be awarded to the winning
teams.
Sports Days, featuring the same or a different sport each year, can develop into an annual
contest, with teams competing for a perpetual trophy - a great way to encourage team spirit.

Key Program Outcomes
Fun – Enjoyment – Competition – New experiences – Clear the head

Objective: To win each challenge in a minute!
The challenges will just keep coming as team’s battle to become the ‘Minute to Win it’ champions of your
company. Teams will be presented with a challenge and then required to pick a fellow team mate who
they think has the skills to successfully complete the challenge in under 60 seconds!

Program
The objective is for each team to earn as many Corporate Challenge Dollars as they can throughout the
duration of the program. Each team will earn a certain amount of money based on how quickly they can
complete the task, no money will be allocated if the challenge is not completed in under a minute. The
team with the most cash will then take out the prize. As each person enters the game show floor; they will
receive their team headwear for the program. This may be oversized glasses, bunny ears, Mexican hats,
tiaras etc. For the rest of the program the teams will be referred to as their headwear. This will be a simple
activity that brings a bit of fun and variation to the program.
Including challenges like “Bite the Bickie” and “Hanky Panky” it will be a fun filled event for all and full of
laughs with something for everyone to have a go at. Challenges can be delivered in between dinner
courses to keep your audience engaged and entertained.
Each challenge uses household items like tissues, spoons, plastic cups and straws and whilst they seem
easy you will be surprised how the audience gets going as the official clock ticks down. Challenges only
get tougher as the game show continues and teams will need to strategically plan which contestants they
will save for last when we add in the rule that everyone must have a go.
Your delegates will be sitting on the edge of their chair right up until the end as teams battle it out in this
suspense filled entertaining event. To conclude this highly interactive and enjoyable evening Corporate
Challenge will announce the winning team and present them with their trophy and prize.

Key Program Outcomes
Socialising – Interaction –Fun – Competitive

Objective: Par the course and make a meal out of
your opposition.
Every conference has that group of team members who arrive in their culottes and are constantly trying to
sneak away to play 9 holes before dinner….well now you can combine both aspects whilst involving the
whole team.

Program:
This fun, interactive, and low physical event can be completed anywhere you wish. Teams will be assigned
a number of themed areas and props where they will have to build mini putt putt golf hole, the twist
is…their props and resources will be non-perishable food items!
The air of expectation heightens as delegates enter the conference room to see a range of square areas
marked out on the floor filled with an assortment of cans, tins, bottles, boxes and packets of food. The
brief is then delivered by Corporate Challenge that today’s objective is to hit a “Par for a Cause”. Rules and
objectives will be set before teams set about the initial task of earning the food items they require to
complete their golf hole.
With food items supplied, your delegates will then compete against each other in teams to build the most
creative, crazy, unique, and correctly weighted mini put hole. Teams must design this and build it, relying
on plenty of practice and even more creativity. Teams will then give their hole a Par score and submit it to
the local planners.
To conclude, teams will then play the entire course (all team’s holes combined) in an attempt to record
the lowest overall score and become the “Par for a Cause” champions. With the winning medals presented
and our champions basking in glory, the program will take on a deeper meaning as a Representative from
a Local Charity is introduced to the jovial group. It is then announced that the food items used to create
the course will be boxed up and donated to the Local Charities Food bank in order to help those in need the delegates have now hit “par for a cause”!

Key Charity Outcome
Creativity – Strategy – Role Delegation – The Gift of Giving

Objective: To become your companys sole
Survivor.
Corporate Challenge would like to take your company on the wild ride that is Survivor. We have
lovingly removed the deserted islands, cannot promise any weight loss, will provide aeroguard
for the bugs and all going well won’t see any blood or tears. But what we can promise is a
teambuilding program with more twists and turns than you could ever imagine.

Program
Once your group has been welcomed to the sounds of the Survivor theme, divided into tribes,
have their buffs distributed and have selected a suitable name - they set about achieving the
ultimate objective…… to be the last surviving tribe on the island.
Corporate Survivor not only promotes team building, but one’s survival in the game actually
depends on it. Throughout the day, tribes - in real survivor style - will be tested in a number of
recreational and problem solving situations. Dependent on success at each activity, tribes will be
rewarded with immunity idols. These will be awaiting them, at the conclusion of the immunity
challenges, at Tribal Council. In true survivor style, team members must work together and
communicate, negotiate, problem solve and effectively manage their time to ensure survival in
the game.
Tribal Council is then a mix of strategy and skill, as teams must use their idols to progress in the
game or rely on their Survivor knowledge to move through the various eliminations. One by one
teams will be eliminated, until we are left with our sole survivor team.

Key Program Outcomes
Strategy – Teamwork – Planning – Competition – Leadership - Communication

Additional Programs
Should the above activities not suit your team’s requirements please see the list below for something
that may be more suitable:

Charity

Evening

Sports



Bikes for Tykes



A Day at the Races



Beach Olympics



Cooking for a Cause



Corporate Chef



Boot Camp



Fill It



Ocean’s 11



It’s a Knockout



Give a Dog a Home



Trivia Night



Lawn Bowls



Par for a Cause



Mini Olympics



The Pitch



Raft Regatta



Toys for Tykes



Survivor



The Big Give



The Rookie

Race

Other



City Scramble

 CCTV Music Awards



Great Race

 Cluedo



Mission Impossible

 Company Creativity



The Fugitive

 Photo Opportunity
 Project Runway
 Risk Reward

For more information about any of these programs please call your Corporate Challenge contact on
the numbers below or simply click on the program above to be taken to the appropriate page on our
website.

General
All activities will be designed to suit the needs and wants of your organisation & will cater for
delegates of all ages & fitness levels.
Loose fitting, comfortable clothing is recommended.
Activities can be added, removed or modified from the above programs to create an appropriate mix
for your company goals and budget.
Cancellation fees apply if the event is cancelled following the return of our standard confirmation
email. These fees will vary depending on the notice given.
 2015. All proposed ideas and programs are copyrighted by Corporate Challenge and as such remain
their intellectual property.
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